Introduction
============

For well over a century, clinical assessment of children's nutritional status has relied heavily on measurements of anthropometry. As early as 1835, the Belgian statistician Quetelet collected data on children's weight and height and made use of the concept of the "normal distribution" to describe the pattern of human growth ([@bib1]). In the 1870s, Bowditch collated anthropometric data on \>24,000 schoolchildren from Boston, MA, and demonstrated differences in growth between the sexes and socioeconomic groups ([@bib1]). Arguably the most influential contribution, however, came from the British auxologist Tanner ([@bib2], [@bib3]), who pioneered more sophisticated growth charts of a format that continues to be used today.

To construct growth charts, cross-sectional data are collected on a large representative sample of children, although, ideally, longitudinal data would be incorporated. The data are then subjected to statistical analysis, whereby not only the average size at each age is calculated but also the variability. Simplistically, any individual value can be expressed as a SD score (SDS)\>[^4^](#fn4){ref-type="fn"}, calculated as follows: SDS = (measurement − population mean)/population SD where both the mean and SD of the population are calculated on an age- and sex-specific basis. Providing that the data are characterized by a normal distribution, any SDS can also be expressed as a percentile, whereby, for example, an individual on the 60th centile is taller than 60% of the population ([@bib2]). If the data are skewed, however, then the simple relation between SD and percentile distributions is broken ([@bib2]). For this reason, more advanced statistical approaches for assessing the population distribution of growth status were developed.

To address skewness, Cole ([@bib4], [@bib5]) developed a statistical approach that differentiates 3 different parameters of variability. Their "LMS" (Lambda Sigma Mu) method quantifies the median (M), the magnitude of variability (S), and the Box-Cox power (L) required to transform the data to achieve a normal distribution. This approach resolved the discrepancy between SDS and centiles and has become standard practice in the construction of growth charts. The approach has also been adapted to produce software that converts raw data to age- and sex-specific SDS, enabling the longitudinal assessment of an individual's growth status relative to the reference population. Other statistical approaches can model a wider range of covariates and distributions ([@bib6]).

Growth charts have remained fundamental to the assessment of basic nutritional status ever since. Most of these charts represent reference data but not growth standards. In other words, they describe the pattern of growth and its variability that is evident in a population at a given time point, but they do not assume that any particular level of growth is optimal. Longitudinal measurements showed that from early childhood onward, the majority of children do not cross up or down through the centiles but tend to track along a given centile, indicating that growth is self-regulating and target-seeking ([@bib7]). Thus, regardless of whether a child is large or small at any given time point, centile crossing gives an indication of a clinical growth abnormality. On this basis, growth charts are used both in clinical monitoring to detect individual abnormalities in growth trajectory, but also in public health research and monitoring to understand variability and secular trends in children's growth.

The logic of these growth charts is simple but very effective: at any age, a child can be ranked relative to others of the same age and sex to assess immediate growth status. Longitudinal data allow change in growth status to be assessed. Although early data prioritized weight and height, many other components of growth can be addressed in the same way.

Assessment of nutritional status.
---------------------------------

Because weight and height are strongly associated in children, various efforts were made to produce charts for weight that took height into account. By the 1970s, opinion was converging on the use of BMI (calculated as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters) as the optimal approach in adults. First developed by Quetelet in the 19th century ([@bib8]), the utility of BMI is that it is highly correlated with weight and body fatness but has a relatively low correlation in adults with height ([@bib9]). BMI thus became adopted as the primary index of adult overweight. In both sexes, the thresholds for overweight and obesity were defined as 25 and 30 kg/m^2^, respectively ([@bib10]). Subsequently, an additional cutoff for chronic energy deficiency was added, at 18.5 kg/m^2^ ([@bib11]).

In children, however, BMI has a characteristic curvilinear shape with age, a scenario for which growth charts provide the ideal solution. BMI growth charts were first produced for French children in 1982 ([@bib12]) and for UK children in 1995 using the LMS method ([@bib13]). The curvilinear association of BMI with age means that no simple invariant cutoff can be used to define overweight or obesity. Rather, British pediatricians adopted the 85th centile as the threshold for overweight and the 95th centile for obesity.

These charts allowed the nutritional status of children to be assessed over time and enabled a standardized approach to be used in early clinical monitoring of childhood obesity. Nevertheless, as the approach was replicated in other countries and individual national charts were produced, there was no international consensus on the BMI that is equivalent to obesity at any given age. To address this issue, Cole et al. ([@bib14]) analyzed data from 6 countries, and in this large data set identified age-specific BMI cutoffs that were statistically equivalent to the adult BMI cutoffs of 25 and 30 kg/m^2^. Thus, international cutoffs for pediatric overweight and obesity were now available, and shortly thereafter they were followed by equivalent cutoffs for different degrees of pediatric underweight ([@bib15]).

Limitations of BMI for body composition assessment.
---------------------------------------------------

These international pediatric BMI cutoffs have made a major contribution to the monitoring of nutritional status in children and adolescents worldwide and provide a template against which nutritional status can be assessed in the clinic. However, BMI is a global proxy of nutritional status. It is highly correlated with many different components of weight, such as lean mass (used here synonymously with fat-free mass), skeletal muscle mass, fat mass, and bone mass; yet, it cannot differentiate between them.

The primary evidence favoring BMI as an index of adiposity is that across a wide range of BMIs, there is a strong correlation between BMI and the proportion of fat in body weight, or percentage of fat (%fat) ([@bib16]). However, this strong correlation emerges because of the tendency for low-BMI children to have low %fat and high-BMI children to have high %fat. In the middle of the range, children of a given BMI value can have very different %fat. This is shown clearly by disentangling BMI into its fat and lean components; however, before examining this issue it is first helpful to discuss the limitations of using %fat itself as an index of adiposity.

The logic of %fat is that it adjusts fat mass for an index of body size---in this case, weight. Clearly, 3 kg of fat mass is a substantial amount for a 3 y old weighing 15 kg but very little for an adolescent weighing 60 kg. However, dividing fat mass by weight is statistically problematic, because the fat is present in both numerator and denominator ([@bib17], [@bib18]). As absolute fat mass increases, %fat rises increasingly slowly, eventually trending toward an asymptote at \~60% fat. In obese individuals, even large gains or losses in adipose tissue mass may induce only small changes in %fat. A second conceptual problem with %fat is that it is not an index of adiposity that is fully independent of body size. High %fat values might reflect high adiposity or low lean mass as, for example, in some patient groups ([@bib17], [@bib19]). The use of %fat as the primary body composition outcome therefore directs attention to fat at the expense of lean mass. Historically, this approach has resulted in extensive interest in height as the primary index of growth and similar interest in %fat as the primary index of body composition, with minimal interest being directed to lean mass, despite the fact that it comprises multiple functional tissues.

To resolve this problem in adults, VanItallie et al. ([@bib20]) proposed splitting BMI into 2 components: the lean mass index (LMI; lean mass/height^2^) and the fat mass index (FMI; fat mass/height^2^), each expressed in the same kg/m^2^ units as BMI. This approach has 2 benefits: it adjusts tissue masses for an independent component of body size while keeping fat and lean outcomes separate.

The same approach can be applied in children ([@bib21]). The value of this approach is most clearly seen by using a graphic approach developed by Hattori et al. ([@bib22]), who plotted FMI on the *y*-axis against LMI on the *x*-axis. [**Figure 1A**](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the conceptual approach encapsulated by this chart, and [Fig. 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a scatterplot of body composition data from children aged 8 y on a Hattori chart. It can be seen that 2 children with the same BMI value can differ markedly in their adiposity, whether this is expressed as %fat or FMI. Equally, 2 children of the same %fat value can differ markedly in their BMI ([@bib21], [@bib23]). These charts highlight substantial variability in lean mass, an issue that has received little attention in pediatric clinical practice or research.

![(*A*) The contribution of lean mass and fat mass to BMI illustrated using a "Hattori chart" that plots fat mass/height^2^ on the *y*-axis against lean mass/height^2^ on the *x*-axis ([@bib21]). Continuous lines represent constant BMI values; dotted lines represent constant %fat values. (*B*) The distribution of fat mass/height^2^ and lean mass/height^2^ in a sample of children aged 8 y. Children with the same BMI value may vary in their %fat ("A" vs. "B"), whereas those with the same %fat value may vary substantially in their BMI ("B" vs. "C"). Reproduced from reference [@bib23] with permission. %fat, percentage of fat.](320Sfig1){#fig1}

The limitations of BMI as an index of body composition are further highlighted if data from different ethnic groups are compared. Many studies have now reported varying amounts of adiposity for a given BMI value across ethnic groups ([@bib24]--[@bib26]). The largest contrast appears to be between South Asians and Europeans. Compared with the latter group, South Asians have been described as having a "thin-fat" phenotype, evident at birth ([@bib27]), with relatively less lean mass and more fat mass at any given BMI value ([@bib24]--[@bib26], [@bib28]).

The limitations of BMI are perhaps starkest when considering data from children with specific diseases associated with alterations in body composition. In a study in young children receiving artificial ventilation, the patients tended to have low LMI relative to healthy controls, but they had high FMI ([@bib19], [@bib29]). Because the children had normal BMI values, each of these clinical problems was concealed. One patient with myofibromatosis, a condition with many small tumors, showed the opposite pattern. He had high LMI due to the tumors, but low FMI. Dietetic management of these patients had focused specifically on maintaining BMI similar to that of healthy children, and the abnormalities in body composition were undetected and hence not able to be addressed.

The need for body composition data.
-----------------------------------

The limitations of weight and height as an index of body composition were already recognized when the first growth charts were produced ([@bib30]). Similar charts for subcutaneous skinfold thicknesses were published for British children in the 1960s ([@bib30]) and were updated 15 y later to address changes in children's adiposity attributable to secular trends in nutritional status ([@bib31]). As data on BMI revealed the emerging childhood obesity epidemic, interest in differentiating adiposity from lean mass grew, but a limitation of skinfold thicknesses is that they do not necessarily reflect the total amount of fat in the body, inasmuch as fat is internal and not indexed by skinfold measurements ([@bib32]). Given this limitation, it is not possible to predict lean mass with accuracy from data on skinfold thickness ([@bib33]), even though several such predictive equations have been published ([@bib34], [@bib35]).

In clinical practice, the value of assessing body composition is increasingly recognized ([@bib36]). Whereas obesity and eating disorders currently remain defined by anthropometric criteria (weight relative to height, or BMI) ([@bib14], [@bib37]), these variables have poor sensitivity for monitoring response to treatment, and so body composition measurement could improve management. Second, body fat and its distribution merit monitoring more generally in patients in relation to the etiology of cardiovascular disease, hypertension, and type 2 diabetes, diseases now considered to have an ''incubation period'' during childhood and adolescence ([@bib38]). Third, body composition is increasingly associated with clinical progress and outcome, such as growth status after liver transplantation and length of hospital stay in HIV patients given tube nutrition ([@bib39]--[@bib41]). Finally, measurements of lean mass may improve the capacity to tailor nutrition, treatment, and management to metabolic criteria---for example, predicting energy requirements or dialysis doses ([@bib29], [@bib42], [@bib43]).

Yet, although research studies have increasingly demonstrated the value of body composition data for guiding clinical management, the measurement of body composition has remained rare in clinical practice, and BMI remains the most commonly used outcome. Until recently, 1 major challenge was the lack of methodologies suitable for routine use in younger age groups. However, from the 1990s, a large volume of research has addressed this issue, and a number of options are now available ([@bib33]). Anthropometric measurement (e.g., skinfold thicknesses and girths) is the simplest option, whereas the spread of DXA instrumentation for osteoporosis monitoring has allowed its wider clinical application for body composition assessment. Most hospitals in industrialized populations can now provide some form of pediatric body composition assessment, and the limiting factor has shifted to the traditions of clinical practice.

Arguably the biggest remaining barrier to routine clinical body composition assessment in pediatrics has been the lack of reference data, hindering the interpretation of individual measurements. Until the 2000s, our understanding of the development of pediatric body composition was dominated by a classic study by Fomon et al. ([@bib44]), which was published in 1982. This study merged a number of body composition data sets on to the U.S. National Center for Health Statistics growth centiles and modeled the development of fat mass, lean mass, and lean tissue components between birth and age 10 y. An additional article by Haschke ([@bib45]), unfortunately not in the mainstream scientific literature, followed the same approach for adolescents. Subsequently, Lohman ([@bib46]) updated this approach, providing the first description of body composition development from birth to adulthood. Although these studies represented invaluable pioneering work that stimulated the next generation of research, what was missing from this approach was an understanding of population variability.

Current Status of Knowledge
===========================

From the 2000s, an increasing number of research groups have published body composition reference data, with a number of examples summarized in [**Table 1**](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} ([@bib31], [@bib47]--[@bib55]). Going beyond anthropometry, techniques such as bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) and DXA have for the first time provided equivalent data on lean mass and total body fat mass ([@bib47], [@bib49]--[@bib51], [@bib53]--[@bib55]). In public health research, it is now possible to examine secular changes not only in adiposity but also in lean mass and its functional correlates ([@bib56], [@bib57]), which may decline in association with sedentary behavior.

###### 

Examples of body composition reference data based on single techniques[^1^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Population       Methodology     Outputs                                                Sample size                                 Age range   Reference
  ---------------- --------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------- ----------- -----------
                                                                                          *n*                                         *y*         
  United Kingdom   Anthropometry   Triceps, subscap                                       30,000[^2^](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.1--19     \(31\)
  United States    BIA             TBW, LM,[^3^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"} FM, %fat   15,912                                      12--80      \(47\)
  United States    Anthropometry   Triceps, subscap                                       32,783                                      1.5--20     \(48\)
  United States    DXA             LMI, FMI                                               8961                                        8--20       \(49\)
  Holland          DXA             LM,[^3^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"} %fat            642                                         4--20       \(50\)
  Sweden           DXA             LM,[^3^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"} FM              1469                                        6--30       \(51\)
  Spain            Anthropometry   Triceps, subscap, waist, hip                           2160                                        13--18      \(52\)
  Japan            BIA             LMI,[^3^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"} FMI            1171                                        3--11       \(53\)
  Turkey           BIA             %fat                                                   4076                                        6--18       \(54\)
  India            DXA             FM, FMI, %fat                                          888                                         5--18       \(55\)

BIA, bioelectrical impedance analysis; %fat, percentage of fat in body weight; FM, fat mass; FMI, fat mass index; hip, hip girth; LM, lean mass; LMI, lean mass index; subscap, subscapular skinfold; TBW, total body water; Triceps, triceps skinfold; waist, waist girth.

Mixed longitudinal sample.

LM used synonymously with fat-free mass.

Nevertheless, these data leave some challenges to be addressed, both in public health research and in clinical practice. Body composition techniques generate data in different ways, incorporating a variety of theoretical assumptions, and often predicting final values by using empirical "calibration" relations that are thus influenced by the nature of the population sample used for the calibration study ([@bib33]). The result of this methodologic heterogeneity is that body composition data from different techniques cannot be used interchangeably; hence, existing reference data can only be used with confidence if additional data are collected using the same method.

One solution to this problem is to obtain reference data by using a multicomponent model. This approach reduces the need for theoretical assumptions when calculating body composition outputs by measuring several different body composition traits. The established approach is known as the 4-component model, in which information is collected on body weight, body volume, total body water (TBW), and bone mineral mass ([@bib58], [@bib59]). Because data on the water and mineral content of lean tissue are obtained empirically, the final differentiation of fat and protein is made more accurate. The method can also be adapted to incorporate other data.

The first such study by Butte et al. ([@bib60]) followed 76 children through the first 2 y of life. In addition to quantifying age-related changes in fat and lean masses, this study also highlighted the rapid "chemical maturation" of the body during this developmental period as had been modeled by Fomon et al. ([@bib44]). The hydration of lean tissue declines with age, whereas the mineral content increases. These changes alter the physical properties of lean tissue, which has implications for many body composition methodologies. For example, when predicting lean mass from TBW by hydrometry, age- and sex-specific values for the hydration of lean tissue must be used, whereas age- and sex-specific values for the density of lean tissue must also be used in densitometry ([@bib33], [@bib44]).

The 4-component model has recently been used to generate centiles and growth charts for fat and lean masses for the age range of 5--20 y ([@bib61]), along with reference data for the hydration and density of lean tissue ([@bib62]) and a range of individual anthropometric, prediction, and reference methods.

The 4-component growth charts are summarized in [**Fig. 2**](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Although lean mass has a characteristic curvilinear association with age, fat mass does not convey any noticeable pattern with age. However, it is possible that a larger sample size, stratifying by pubertal status, might have identified upward shifts in adiposity around the timing of puberty. When these data are expressed in size-adjusted format, in the form of LMI and FMI, the curvilinear association of lean mass with age is reduced but still evident, indicating that children gain lean mass disproportionately to height, especially in boys ([@bib61]). The data for FMI indicate an increase in boys but not girls shortly before the main pubertal growth spurt in lean mass, as reported previously by Tanner and Whitehouse ([@bib31]) for skinfold thicknesses. These growth charts thus help assess the degree of lean and fat tissue relative to others of the same age, gender, and height, and thereby separate to some extent the effects of age versus growth versus nutritional status.

![Body composition growth charts using the 4-component model in UK children and adolescents aged 5--20 y. The 2nd, 9th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 91st, and 98th percentiles are displayed in ascending order. Left panels: males; right panels: females. Reproduced from reference [@bib61] with permission.](320Sfig2){#fig2}

In children, the optimal power by which to raise height when correcting tissue masses for body size remains uncertain. Although lean mass scales with height-squared, fat tends to scale with height raised to a higher value (e.g., height) ([@bib17]). Children maturing faster are not only taller for their age but also fatter, and this means that the FMI remains correlated with height ([@bib63]). Nevertheless, there are many advantages to expressing body composition data in a format similar to that of BMI, which has been widely adopted in both clinical practice and public health research.

Although multicomponent reference data provide the most accurate growth charts, it is rarely possible to obtain such data in routine clinical practice or public health research. An important issue is therefore testing the level of agreement between body composition SDS from individual techniques and these multicomponent SDS. In the reference sample itself, between-technique agreement in SDS was high, with negligible indications of bias between methods ([@bib61]).

Conducting the same exercise in both underweight and overweight patients, DXA SDS demonstrated the best agreement for fat mass and lean mass ([@bib64]). BIA SDS demonstrated nonsignificant average bias for lean mass SDS but showed wider limits of agreement than DXA SDS. Skinfold-thickness SDS did not perform much better than BMI SDS for assessing adiposity; hence, at the present time, the use of DXA to measure body composition in patients and express the data in SDS format seems to be the best option. It is less likely that simple techniques will generate accurate body composition data in patients because of perturbations of physiology such as overhydration or loss of mineral mass.

These studies indicate that where the gold-standard 4-component model cannot be used to assess body composition, individual methods can be used with varying degrees of accuracy to generate body composition SDS. For public health research, BIA and skinfold thicknesses show negligible average bias but have wider limits of agreement than specialized techniques such as DXA, air displacement plethysmography, and isotope dilution for measurement of TBW. For clinical work, DXA is the best-performing individual method, but the 4-component model remains ideal because it is able to take into account perturbations in lean mass composition ([@bib64]). Given the range of options now available, and evidence for the degree of agreement in SDS between methods, these body composition growth charts may therefore aid in monitoring individuals and populations over time.

Across populations.
-------------------

As yet, the vast majority of research on children's body composition, including the derivation of reference data and growth charts, has been conducted in high-income countries (HICs). There are, however, important potential applications for body composition reference data in other settings. In low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), chronic undernutrition and stunting remain major public health issues, and a significant minority of individuals suffer from moderate or acute malnutrition during early life. In clinical practice, patients need to be compared against healthy children from the same population, who may nevertheless differ substantially in their body composition from healthy children in HICs. Until recently, there were few opportunities to obtain body composition data in LMIC settings, especially in rural populations. Over the past decade, however, the first such reference data have begun to emerge \[e.g., ([@bib55], [@bib65]--[@bib68])\].

This issue has attracted particular interest in South Asian populations, who are well established to have greater adiposity for a given BMI value compared with Europeans ([@bib26], [@bib28]), even during early life ([@bib27]). Even though average BMI values may be lower than in HIC populations, elevations in adiposity during childhood indicate the early origins of cardiovascular risk. Reference data for anthropometry and DXA have therefore been produced to aid in identifying those with high adiposity in South Asian populations ([@bib55], [@bib65]--[@bib68]). However, less attention has so far been directed to lean mass in this context.

Despite the fact that much body composition variability emerges very early in life, and that both fat and lean masses may be influenced by stunting or wasting, our understanding of nutritional status in early life in LMIC populations remains dominated by data on weight, height, BMI, or mid--upper arm circumference, and more detailed data on body composition remain scarce. A recent study of infant body composition in an urban Ethiopian population by Andersen et al. ([@bib69]) showed that neonates with low birth weight have reduced lean mass as well as lower fat mass. The study has provided novel reference data and growth charts for fat and lean masses between birth and age 6 mo with the use of air-displacement plethysmography ([**Fig. 3**](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib70]). These data indicate subtle differences in the rate of fat and lean accretion relative to European populations from HICs.

![Body composition reference data from birth to 6 mo of age for female infants from Jimma, Ethiopia, obtained by using air-displacement plethysmography. Individual charts are available for lean mass (*A*), fat mass (*B*), lean mass index (*C*), and fat mass index (*D*). The 2nd, 9th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 91st, and 98th percentiles are displayed in ascending order. Reproduced from reference [@bib69] with permission.](320Sfig3){#fig3}

These data may be valuable for understanding the early tissue accretion patterns that characterize stunted or wasted children in contrast to those who are spared malnutrition. They may also improve understanding of the early-life origins of chronic disease risk in LMIC populations, in whom chronic malnutrition and overweight may be experienced by individuals at different periods of the life course ([@bib71]). A number of possible research questions where LMIC body composition reference data would prove valuable are highlighted in [**Table 2**](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Key questions for body composition research in low- and middle-income countries

  Questions
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Short-term questions
  What is the association between low birth weight and neonatal body composition?
  What is the association between neonatal and infant body composition and survival?
  How does infant or childhood body composition change during treatment for severe acute malnutrition?
  Long-term questions
  What is the association between early body composition and adult obesity and chronic disease risk?
  What is the association between early body composition and adult reproductive function?
  What is the association between early body composition and longevity?

Is a universal reference appropriate?
-------------------------------------

Data from adults indicate that body composition, proportions, and physique differ substantially between populations ([@bib72], [@bib73]). As reference data accumulate from different populations and settings, there is growing recognition that such population variability is already evident in early life.

This raises the important question of whether such differences derive from environmental factors or have at least some genetic basis. Compared with UK infants, those from Pune in India had not only \~800 g lower birth weight but also a preservation of adiposity in combination with extreme deficits in indices of lean tissue ([@bib27]). This "thin-fat" phenotype appears therefore to emerge during fetal life. A study in Indian migrants to Surinam showed that even after 4 to 5 generations, the thin-fat phenotype was still evident at birth ([@bib74]), and a reduced amount of lean mass in South Asian relative to European infants has also been reported in infants born in the United Kingdom ([@bib75]). Nevertheless, these findings do not reveal whether the causes are environmental or genetic.

The source of growth variability within and between populations has long interested both biologists and clinicians. Some have assumed that individual and population variability derives primarily from genetic factors. For example, height appears to be highly heritable ([@bib76], [@bib77]), and many individual alleles have now been linked with height variability ([@bib78]). Body composition components also have high heritability, although the coefficients are lower than those for height ([@bib79]). However, it is increasingly recognized that heritability assessments are problematic and may conflate genetic and epigenetic sources of variability ([@bib80]). Furthermore, substantial secular trends in growth and nutritional status indicate potent effects of living conditions ([@bib80]).

Recently, the notion that humans have an "optimal" growth pattern has been promoted by the WHO, through their publication of anthropometric standards based on data collected from \~8500 children from widely different ethnic backgrounds and ecologic settings (Brazil, Ghana, India, Norway, Oman, United States) ([@bib81]). Children of high socioeconomic status grew relatively consistently across these countries, suggesting that population differences primarily reflect differences in living conditions. These data convey a crucial public health message that all possible efforts must be made to minimize the effects of adverse environmental conditions on early growth patterns. However, few studies have explicitly considered the potential contribution of genetic factors to population variability, or the time scale over which chronic undernutrition develops in any given population. Not all growth faltering necessarily develops through ecologic exposures within a given life course; rather, growth reflects transgenerational exposures ([@bib80], [@bib82]).

Recently, this issue was investigated by using a mixed-ethnicity study design ([@bib82]). Birth weights were reported for neonates of 2 European parents or 2 Indian parents, and for neonates whose parents were of differing ethnicity ([**Fig. 4**](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Unsurprisingly, the neonates of the 2 Indian parents weighed substantially less at birth than those of the 2 European parents (Δ = −340g). This difference might reflect genetic factors, but it might also reflect contrasting size and nutritional status of Indian versus European adults and derive from contrasting parental exposure to environmental factors during development. These issues can be addressed by examining the birth weights of infants born to parents of contrasting ethnicity.

![Average birth weights of neonates categorized according to parental ethnicity. Compared with neonates of 2 European parents, those of 2 Indian parents had substantially lower birth weight. The weights of neonates of parents who differed in their ethnicity were intermediate. Indian mothers do not exert a fixed "constraint" on the fetal growth of their offspring; rather, European fathers can promote the growth of their offspring. Indian fathers contribute to the lower birth weights of their infants, shown by their restraining the growth of offspring of European mothers. Reproduced from reference [@bib82] with permission. F, European father; f, Indian father; M, European mother; m, Indian mother.](320Sfig4){#fig4}

Compared with the neonates of 2 Indian parents, those with an Indian mother and a European father weighed more at birth (Δ = +250g). This indicates that Indian mothers do not exert a fixed constraint on the fetal growth of their offspring and that European fathers can promote fetal growth in the offspring of Indian mothers. In the opposite direction, compared with the neonates of 2 European parents, those with a European mother and an Indian father weighed less at birth (Δ = −100g). This indicates a constraining effect on fetal growth in the offspring of European mothers by Indian fathers. Such an effect might reflect an epigenetic mechanism, but the most likely explanation is a polygenetic effect. In other words, this study suggests that growth differences between Indians and Europeans may derive in part from genetic differences, indicating contrasting growth potential ([@bib82]).

Although these findings require replication, and extension to other ethnic groups, they have significant implications for our understanding of body composition variability. It is likely that ethnic groups differ in their body composition in part because of genetic factors, suggesting that population-specific reference data may be required. Already, studies have shown that the threshold at which adult BMI is associated with metabolic risk is not consistent across populations ([@bib83]).

Extending into adulthood.
-------------------------

The value of body composition reference data does not stop at the end of adolescence, because body composition continues to change through adult life ([@bib84], [@bib85]). The causes of this variability include age-related changes in behavior, the impact of chronic diseases, and "cohort" effects, which refer to contrasting developmental exposures experienced by successive generations.

Some of these effects are evident in unpublished data from southern Italian hill villages, indicating a decline in lean mass from middle-age, along with increasing fat mass. It might appear that this represents the emergence of sarcopenia in middle age, in which there is a decline in muscle function and mass ([@bib86]) that may be exacerbated by obesity ([@bib87]). However, after correction for height, the decline in lean mass was much less evident and can be attributed largely to the older adults being shorter than younger adults due to having grown up in poorer economic conditions (although posture changes may also be relevant). This highlights the importance of adjusting body composition for height throughout the life course.

In conclusion, body composition reference data are essential in order to discern and interpret the physiologic basis of secular trends in nutritional status and to allow body composition to be monitored and managed in clinical practice. Over the past decade, such reference data have begun to emerge in both HIC and LMIC settings. Current evidence suggests that such data may need to be population specific, and caution is also needed when body composition assessment is performed with techniques differing from those used to collect the reference data. Through such reference data, the association between pediatric body composition and health is becoming clearer. This will benefit public health efforts to address chronic malnutrition and obesity while improving the management of pediatric diseases.
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